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I BELIEVE IN...
Context, culture, and client. Design is about meeting needs.
Optimism. Good design seeks to build a better context for life, work, and
relationships.
Simple and humble materials. Ingenuity is more important than budget. Good design
does not belong to the wealthy alone.
Respecting historic spaces and traditional practices. We are wise to heed the
lessons of the past.
Beauty. Light, space, and craftsmanship elevate the spirit and are powerful
communicators of dignity and worth.
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ABSTRACT

MOTIVATION
American life is increasingly fragmented,
leading to a sense of restlessness and
disconnection. Much of that fragmentation
can be traced to our pattern of
architectural and sociological development,
namely, the rise of the automobile
suburbs in the 1950s and 60s and the
abandonment of densely populated, humanscaled environments like that of the small
town or city center (Oldenberg, 1999).

Chevalier Morales Architects
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PROBLEM
Large numbers of architecturally significant
buildings have fallen into disrepair over the
years following the “white flight” of the
1960s and 70s, during which significant
segments of investment dollars left city
centers and followed to the suburbs
(Kunstler, 1994). Specifically, older church
buildings have fallen victim to a dilemma
of sociological change. Many of the
congregations that inhabit historic church
buildings do not have the vitality, vision,
and sometimes funds to maintain their
buildings. While there are many newer
congregations that do have the vision and
vitality to maintain an older building, they
often do not have the funds to do so. As a
result, an increasing number of community
treasures, buildings built at a dense urban
and human scale, are being lost to neglect
and misuse.

METHODS
In order to gain a clearer and more
specific understanding of the issues
involved in revitalizing and maintaining
historic sacred spaces for the benefit of
their communities, a course of study was
undertaken which included readings of
books and articles on urban revitalization
such as “The Past and Future City” by
Stephanie Meeks, those on third place like
Ray Oldenberg’s classic, “The Great Good
Place”, and some on the integration of
the arts in community centers and shared
space. Case studies of successful adaptive
reuse projects of church and synagogue
buildings, such as Maison de la Littérature
in Quebec City and those undertaken by
Partners for Sacred Places in Philadelphia,
were investigated. Interviews were
conducted with leaders from both older
and newer urban congregations, and with
directors of local community centers and
for-profit businesses.
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RESULTS
According to studies completed by The
National Trust, historic buildings help a
city to maintain its urban vitality, and
maintaining stock of old buildings must be
an important component of any serious
conversation about sustainability in the
built environment (Meeks, 2016). At the
same time, many historic and architecturally
significant buildings which were constructed
at a time when church attendance was
a larger part of the American cultural
experience are falling into disrepair because
the congregations that inhabit them are
often unable to generate the energy,
vitality, and funding that is necessary to
maintain them.
REFLECTIONS/CONCLUSIONS
This project will explore the development
of a community center for education and
the performing arts in an historic church
building. The program will include a small
cafe, rentable studio space, a library/
reading room, a performance venue,
and event space. Research will support
development of a third place model,
successful adaptive reuse of sacred space,
and will explore options for cost-effective
renovation of an historic space.
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DISTRICT + BUILDING HISTORY

DISTRICT HISTORY

3

1817 Clover Street designed by
Jacquelin Harvey for town of Sydney

1860 Channing M. Robinson builds
Italianate mansion on 36 acres

4

1875 City of Richmond begins construction
on Reservoir Park (later Byrd Park)

5

1884 Robinson house sold to become
home for disabled Confederate soldiers

6

1912-21 Battle Abbey constructed
(now Virginia Museum of History + Culture)

1915 Construction begins on
Calvary Baptist Church

BUILDING HISTORY
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1923 Calvary Baptist merges with Grace
Street Baptist to form Grace Baptist Church

2

The DisTricTs

Handbook

and

design Review guidelines

Boulevard
Year of Designation
1992

Year of
Expansion

Total No.
of Properites

Total
Acreage

District
Boundaries

-

250

64.3

Grace St. to Idlewood Ave.

7
10

1955-57 National Headquarters of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy built

1936 VMFA built on
Grove + Boulevard

1946 Fire destroys church interior

1986 Boulevard
Historic District placed
30
on National Register of Historic Places
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page

1970-1985 Additions to the VMFA`

1973 building sold to Jacquelin &
Alice F. Harrison of Richmond, VA

1948 building sold to Keneseth Beth Israel

Distinctive Features of The Boulevard
• A mixture of residential, institutional and religious architecture.
• A District defined by clearly marked north and south terminus points.
• A predominance of two and three-story structures.
• A very low percentage of non-contributing buildings (six out of 250).

2010 $150M Addition to the VMFA

1990 building sold to Tikvat Israel

Redeemer Anglican Church moves in

9

8
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RESEARCH

We live in a rapidly changing world.
Traditions and practices that were once
the norm are being challenged in nearly
every facet of society. The words we use
to describe the places we live and the
ways we relate to each other are changing
as well. While “neighborhoods” used to
be the center of life and experience for
many urban Americans, today we are
more likely to refer to our “communities”,
a change in terminology which speaks
to the transient nature of our lives and
relationships. We are more likely to form
close associations with people who live
and work far from us but have a shared
affinity, belief, or practice than we are to
actually live “in community” with those in
our immediate vicinity. This has implications
for our neighborhoods and for the physical
fabric of our cities. Many neighborhoods,
historically, were oriented around a central
organizing element- a park, square, or
often, a church building. As our lives and
neighborhoods have fragmented, those
physical structures which once sat literally
and figuratively at the center of our
communities have suffered and in many
cases, fallen into disrepair. Increasingly
those buildings, particularly the churches,
suffer irreparable decline and must either
be demolished or, if they can be preserved,
must be employed in the service of a
different kind of community organizer.

The purpose of this project is to explore
the how, why, and what of the fate of
those historic sacred spaces. Specifically,
it examines an historic sacred space
in Richmond, Virginia, in the Boulevard
Historic District. The building sits at the
intersection of Grove Avenue and Arthur
Ashe Boulevard (formerly Boulevard
Avenue). It was constructed in 1915 for
the Calvary Baptist Church and was later
christened Grace Baptist Church in 1923. In
1946, fire destroyed the interior and it was
consequently sold. In 1948, it underwent a
renovation which converted it for use as a
synagogue for the congregation Sir Moses
Montefiore. It has since been home to
Beth Israel congregation, Tikvat Israel, and
Redeemer Anglican Church. While it is in a
relatively good state of repair at present,
there are a number of cosmetic issues
and some structural concerns, including a
roof that needs replacing. Currently, both
the Tikvat Israel and Redeemer Anglican
congregations occupy the space, and have
recently made a number of improvements.
It remains to be seen what the longevity
of the building will be, but for now it has
avoided the serious decline that might
threaten its closure.

Evolution Deisgn
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A number of factors have contributed
to the decline of many historic church
buildings in the US since the 1960s.
One such factor was the growth of the
automobile suburb and the subsequent
decline in urban populations. In the city of
Richmond, Virginia, alone, the population
shrank by more than 20% between 1960
and 2000. Fewer people living in the city
meant fewer people attending church in
historic neighborhoods. With the rise of
the suburb came the advent of the megachurch, which tended to consolidate church
goers into newer, larger buildings on the
edges of cities. “The Hartford Institute for
Religion Research defines megachurches
as congregations with a weekly sustained
average attendance of 2,000 people or
more in its worship services. Over 60%
of megachurches in the U.S. are located
in suburban areas and they occupy large
plots of land (between 50 and 100
acres each) near major traffic arteries”
(Mileo, 2012). In addition, overall church
attendance in mainline denominations has
decreased significantly over the decades
since the 1960s, as American society has
become more secular. “According to the
U.S. Religious Landscape Survey (2008)
released by the Pew Forum on Religion
and Public Life, more than one-quarter
of American adults (28%) have left the
faith in which they were raised in favor of

another religion – or no religion at all” (Choi, they were at the center of the social
2010).
life of their locality. Many births, deaths,
marriages, and other significant events
As the congregations meeting in historic
over the course of generations were
spaces have dwindled, they often lack the
marked and celebrated within the church or
financial means to support the upkeep
synagogue walls. “Sacred places symbolize
of facilities that are outsized for their
perseverance amidst rapid change,
needs. The issues resulting from deferred
permanence amidst decline, dignity amidst
maintenance are often extremely costly,
devastation” (Cohen + Jaeger, 1998).
compounding the difficulty for smaller
There is much embedded sociological
congregations to hold onto their buildings.
history in a sacred space, not to mention
“After decades of deferred maintenance
the significant physical presence and
and postponed repairs, many of America’s orientation of the building.
older sacred places are facing serious
repair needs and urgent renovations that
put both buildings and programs at great
risk” (Cohen + Jaeger, 1998). Often the
issues become prohibitively expensive,
resulting in either the sale or demolition
of these historic resources. But there is a
growing appreciation for the historic and
architectural value of these sacred spaces
for a number of reasons.
According to Diane Cohen and Robert
Jaeger in Sacred Places at Risk, historic
sacred spaces are often “the most
important local repositories of publiclyaccessible fine art and craftsmanship”.
In addition to the historic, artistic, and
architectural value of these places, they
contain an intrinsic sociological value.
They were generally built at a time when

“Sacred spaces are
often the largest or
tallest building in their
neighborhoods, a
visual focal point and
organizing structure,
and as such occupy
a significant place
In the physical as well
as psychological identity
of a community.”
		

(Jaeger, 1994)

To destroy, deface, or decommission a
sacred space is an act with significant
impact on the surrounding area.
“Fortunately, the highly-visible, dignifying
presence of religious institutions on our
boulevards, parks, crossroads, and street
corners is increasingly noted and respected
by both preservationists and community
activists across the nation. To those who
live or work near a large, old church or
synagogue, the building may represent
hope, stability, service, or something of
beauty” (Jaeger, 1994).
Furthermore, many historic buildings were
constructed in an era before climate
control, and as such, included design
strategies that respond to existing climate
and site conditions in a way that made
for an effective conservation strategy.
For instance, traditional masonry buildings
are cooler in the summer because of
the thermal mass of the structure itself.
Additionally, many historic buildings
incorporate roof overhangs and are
oriented toward the sun in such a way as to
optimize cooling and heating needs, which
also contributes to energy savings (Smith +
Elefante, 2009).
Design strategies such as these are part
of what makes many historic buildings
environmentally advantageous.

In fact, in a 1980s era advertisement
for Preservation Week, the National Trust
for Historic Preservation published this
cartoon depicting the sustainable nature of
preservation:
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This idea is based on what is referred
to as the embodied energy in a building,
that is, the energy that has already been
expended in its construction. The typical
50,000 square foot commercial building
has about 80 billion BTUs (British Thermal
Units) of embodied energy, which is the
equivalent of 640,000 gallons of gasoline.
Demolishing that same building creates
nearly 4000 tons of waste, which would fill
26 railroad box cars- nearly a quarter of
a mile long (Meeks, 2016). In addition to
the energy embodied in an existing building,
there is also financial equity bound up in
an existing building. The fact is it is usually
more cost-effective to adapt an existing
space to a new use than it is to build a
new structure from the ground up. That
cost savings can be invaluable to a startup
or small business which may not have the
capital to invest in new construction. As
Jane Jacobs, a well-known advocate for
urban preservation in the mid-twentieth
century stated, “New ideas must use old
buildings”, because when it comes to
“really new ideas of any kind -no matter
how ultimately profitable or otherwise
successful some of them might prove to
be- there is no leeway for such chancy
trial, error, and experimentation in the highoverhead economy of new construction”
(Meeks, 2016).
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It is clear that preservation, adaptation,
and reuse of historic sacred spaces
is important. But how should they be
preserved, adapted, and reused? According
to A. Robert Jaeger of Partners for
Sacred Places, there are five important
principles which much be adhered to when
planning the reuse of historic churches and
synagogues. In a study published by the
same organization, Jaeger states, “To keep
an important church or synagogue viable
and fully used, religious and community
leaders need to take the initiative to
assess the problems and opportunities
presented by older properties, and to build
a diverse coalition that can help solve
those problems and take full advantage of
the opportunities”. (Jaeger, 1994)
The first principle, according to Jaeger, is
to Anticipate and Assess (Jaeger, 1994).
A proactive and thorough examination
of the state of the congregation as
well as the building is the necessary
starting point. “The slow steady decline
of a congregation’s membership and
financial resources can end in the death
of an institution and the closure of its
buildings” (Jaeger, 1994). Taking note of
the frequency of use of various parts of
a building can be a helpful indicator of
impending necessary changes in use. The
following graphic illustrates the continuum

of building use which a congregation may
function on, and can be used to help
assess the trajectory and opportunities of
a given space:

it’s the congregation and its leadership,
denominational overseers, community
members, industry professionals, or
some combination of the former, clear,
respectful, and open communication is
vital. “For this kind of dialogue to have a
constructive, useful result, all parties must
be genuinely open to new approaches and
creative alternatives for congregational
life and property stewardship. Otherwise,
when good ideas are blocked by those
who refuse to consider them seriously,
the exchange of information and ideas
may only succeed in creating ill-will and
resentment” (Jaeger, 1994).

in order to generate creative options for
use. However, Jaeger cautions, “before a
design team begins to speculate about
possible reuses of space where no specific
program exists, its work must be thoroughly
grounded in the knowledge, experience, and
goals of community leaders, social service
providers, and others who appreciate the
real-world needs and funding possibilities
of the community” (Jaeger, 1994).

For the purposes of this project, it is
particularly important to engage community
leaders and those who “appreciate the
real-world needs and funding possibilities
of the community”. Because of community
In addition to paying attention to building
The third principle to follow is to Explore
leaders’ commitment to leadership and
use, it is important to make a thorough and Innovative Survival Strategies (Jaeger,
development, they will be more likely
careful assessment of the condition of an
1994). Whether it requires a restructuring
to be knowledgeable about the history,
historic property in order to fully understand of pastoral duties, sharing staff and/or
opportunities, and challenges of the area.
its opportunities and challenges, to avert
space with another congregation, or leasing By contrast, the demographic makeup of
“potential disasters such as boiler failures
space to outside groups, new modes of
the immediate neighborhood, while well
or roof collapses (which cause enormous
operation must be considered in order to
educated and financially comfortable, is
expense and interruptions in service),
preserve the life and usefulness of an
somewhat young and transient. According
and to make more efficient use of older
historic sacred space.
to information from the U.S. Census Bureau,
properties” (Jaeger, 1994).
the largest segment (more than 40%) of
The fourth principle is to Consider a Public the surrounding population is between 25
The second principle to follow to ensure
Forum or Design Project (Jaeger, 1994).
and 30 years old, earning $50,000 to
the preservation of an historic sacred
It can be informative and energizing to
$75,000 annually, with a Bachelor’s Degree
space is to Encourage Dialogue (Jaeger,
engage the larger community in imagining
or higher, and lives in rental housing (U.S.
1994). There may be a number of
new uses for the space in a town-hall style Census Bureau, 2010). While questions
different parties involved in the decision
meeting, and/or to conduct a design project of use and services should absolutely
to repurpose a sacred space. Whether
with students and professionals in the area be informed by the needs, desires, and

challenges of this population, they would
perhaps not have the perspective required
to understand the larger context of the
surrounding area and its challenges and
opportunities.
Only after the four preceding steps have
been undertaken should the fifth principle
be introduced, which is to Plan for Closure
and Reuse.

“If a dialogue has taken
place earlier, the larger,
public value of the
property should be clear.
With that in mind, each
congregation and religious
leader should work with
community groups to
conserve the property’s
physical presence and
pass it intact to another
user who can, again,
make use of it in service
to the community”
		

(Jaeger, 1994) .

If a building is to be sold, it is good
to make use of legal safeguards in
order to prevent changes or uses that a
community might find inappropriate, such
as easements or restrictive covenants. It is
also important to ensure that a building’s
significant architectural features are kept
intact, and that it is thoroughly documented
before it is sold or dismantled. It is also
important to ensure that any significant
parts of a building that are lost during
renovation or reconstruction are kept in
the community, if possible to be used in
another project, in order to preserve their
significance and memory for local residents
(Jaeger, 1994).
A number of solutions have been proposed
and implemented to address the reuse
of historic sacred spaces. They run the
gamut from renovation to re-imagination
to demolition. While examples of each
of these strategies may be found that
succeed in one way or another, some are
more holistically successful in addressing
the many concerns surrounding the reuse
of a sacred space than others. Some take
into account the public and communal
nature of the building, its history, its
functional design; some do not, or do
so to a lesser degree. For example, the
Maison de la Littérature in Quebec City was
once a house of worship and has been
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renovated and repurposed as a “house
of literature”, celebrating established
Quebecois authors as well as supporting
new writers, encouraging literacy, and
providing a gathering place in the city
for its inhabitants. Contrast that with any
number of applications such as private
housing or commercial endeavors which,
while they may or may not be architecturally
respectful of the historic fabric of a sacred
space, do little to preserve the sense of
community that was once so vital to it.

Because of its prominent location at
the intersection of two busy roads,
the Tikvat Israel building is in a unique
position to reach out and to draw in the
surrounding communities. As a member
of the Boulevard Historic District, it is
part of a bridge that links two other
historic residential neighborhoods in the
Fan District and the Museum District. Its
adjacency to the Virginia Museum of Fine
Art and the Virginia Museum of History and
Culture is also noteworthy. Because of the
significance of the surrounding community,
both culturally and architecturally, there is
a need to respect the historic fabric of
the neighborhood. But at the same time,
the changing sociological makeup of the
city, the modern aesthetic of the most
recent renovation of the VMFA, the youthful
demographic of the surrounding residents,
and the experimental nature of art and
architecture itself provide an entirely
appropriate opportunity to explore new and
different design elements, particularly in
the interior of the building, where it causes
the least disruption to the architectural
fabric of its immediate surroundings, and
has the greatest programmatic and artistic
freedom to reinvent itself. This project
explores just such an opportunity in the
reimagining of this historic sacred place as
a modern center for community life.

As churches and parishes continue to change and reorganize,
“new models and good examples of effective, creative transitions
for sacred places are appearing in every region of the nation.
There are signs that religious and civic leaders can work together
to ensure that older and historic religious properties survive as
centers of service and outreach, thereby contributing to one of the
most important challenges facing America today:
the sustenance and strengthening of our communities”
(Jaeger, 1994)
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PRECEDENT PROJECT 1
Bibliothek Müncheberg / Müncheberg Library
Müncheberg, Germany
Klaus Block Architekt
1999

large, monolithic form, structurally
independent of church building;
inserted to support a change in program

Bibliothek Müncheberg is a library located in Müncheberg,
Germany. Situated inside the 13th Century Marienkirche, or St.
Mary’s Church, the library and civic center are housed in a large,
monolithic form that is structurally independent of the church
building itself. Crafted from glass, steel, and slatted ash walls,
it evokes the sides of a ship. It is interesting to note that the
German word for this part of the church building, in English known
as the nave, is “schiffe”, which can also be translated “ship”.
Characteristic of German design, it is simple, elegant, technically
competent, and inventive in a way that respects the strengths of
both old and new.

curved lines of inserted form allude to
curved lines of existing structure

16

NTS

Klaus Block Architect

14

Klaus Block Architect

17

NTS

In the symbiotic relationship of this built environment, the two
entities co-exist in one structure: the chancel continues to
function as a place of worship, though it also occasionally hosts
concerts and public meetings, and the library and civic center
also house things like storage, restrooms, and office space, which
would typically not be found in Gothic church buildings.

Klaus Block Architect

altar and assembly space preserved in nave

This selection will inform the thesis project by demonstrating a
particular design solution in which a separate structure is inserted
into an existing sacred building in order to support a change
in program. In this example, there is no attempt to seamlessly
integrate one into the other, rather, the new structure retains
a distinct character which, while a complement to the old, is
decidedly and obviously different and new.

NTS
Frank Geißler

18

Klaus Block Architect

15
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OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM

An oculus in the main floor brings light to a small

stage and bistro palette
below; white
pillars featuring notable authors are
monochromatic
allows
part of an permanent interactive exhibition that weaves through the
for project,
the seamless
addition
themed around
the idea of
of freedom in Quebec’s literature.
new architectural elements

PRECEDENT PROJECT 2

CANADIAN ARCHITECT 06/16

35

Maison de la littérature / House of Literature
Quebec City, Quebec
Chevalier Morales Architectes
Spring 2015

181

that no physical expansion was planned—and that the project should
essentially limit itself to an intervention within the existing church’s
walls—the architects felt such a solution inappropriate. They took a
gamble by proposing an addition to the north of the existing building,
on what was formerly a parking lot.
The addition accommodates an apartment for a resident writer, and
also includes a black-box creation studio, a comic arts studio and the
Maison’s mechanical spaces. This move allowed the team to completely
open up the vast space of the nave. It also presented opportunities to
highlight heritage features, by exposing interior elements more clearly.
More fundamentally, it responds to what the architects saw as a conceptual problem. Why try to use a religious building associated with the
Anglophone community—even if it has not served as such for more than
70 years—to house a secular institution dedicated to Francophone culture?
This is especially resonant since opposition to Church censorship marked
the history of the Institut and, later, that of contemporary French Canada.
A similar secular approach shapes the layout. Instead of entering
through the church door, visitors bypass the religious ceremony by making their way through a side passage between the church and the addition. The image of an ember and a feather in a box frame the beginning
of the journey and the start of a permanent exhibition, designed by the
architects and themed around the idea of freedom in Quebec’s literature.
The path leads through the ground floor literary bistro, a space visually connected to the library above through a luminous opening in the
ceiling. To reach the library, visitors ascend a sculptural white spiral
staircase with high, opaque structural railings. The stair is similar to
ones that Chevalier Morales has designed for other projects. It effectively compresses space to create a dramatic entry into the almost completely white, light-filled library. It also changes the visitors’ point of view:
instead of discovering the nave from a traditional axial vision, they enter
closer to its centre, with a view of the ceiling.
Bookshelves are arrayed along the building’s walls. The central area
is occupied by a variety of seating arrangements, while a second staircase leads to a balcony with quiet reading and writing rooms. As called
for in the competition, an exhibition is integrated throughout the
spaces, with authors’ portraits on white steles, artifact cabinets linked
to wireless headphones, and videos of actors reading important works
interspersed throughout the bookshelves. The shelves themselves, with
many of the top rows currently empty, seem to almost be designed
as exhibition elements.
Despite their somewhat irreverent approach to the church setting
and to the competition brief, Chevalier Morales used a rigorous and
well-thought-out process to preserve the existing architecture. They
recognized that few people remember the original state of the church
and that its later uses and configurations are as important to its history. Thus, they chose to carefully highlight and restore elements from
different eras, expressing the bricolage aspect of the church’s various
transformations.
For example, they uncovered the large original windows (unfortunately
without their stained-glass elements, which had been moved to another
church in the 1930s), kept the 1950s proscenium arch, and designed a new
chandelier that echoes one without much aesthetic or heritage value, but
that concert-goers had developed an affection for. Outside, the simple

entry stair is a highly controlled
programmatic element...

19

Chevalier Morales Architect

2

10

Maison de la littérature is a literary center, focused on celebrating
and promoting the literature of the region. Formerly a Wesleyan
Methodist Temple, the Neo-Gothic church was built in 1848, and
was abandoned in the early 1930s. It has since been a library,
a concert hall, and headquarters for the Institut Canadien, which
owns and operates the current space.

SECTION

NTS

Short section A-A

10

residence

18

comic studio

2

A forward- thinking organization, the Institut has been promoting
a multi-media approach to literature since the early 1980s. This
progressive outlook is reflected in the open-plan of the building.
The embrace of experimentation and collaboration inspired the
architect’s design strategy.

3

5
4

7
6

There are few clear boundaries between spaces for reading,
writing, and speaking. Openings between different program areas
reflect and suggest the value of cooperation and exchange.
Exhibition elements are present throughout the space, as are
elements which are either restored or referenced from the various
iterations throughout the building’s long history.

7
8

8

SECOND FLOOR
NTS

In addition, the designers challenged a number of architectural
norms or hierarchies by making choices such as the one to establish the entrance at the side of the building, between the original
structure and a new, all-glass structure, rather than maintaining
the traditional and ceremonial entrance at the front. They also
opted to program the entrance to the library at its center by
placing a sculptural spiral staircase with high, opaque structural
railings, so that upon reaching the top, the view opens to the
middle of a light-filled room with high ceilings.

...juxtaposed with an open plan
on the floor level
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Chevalier Morales Architect
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GROUND FLOOR
NTS

This design will inform the thesis project by its willingness
to challenge architectural boundaries and norms, and by
demonstrating a skillful and sensitive balance between highly
programmed elements and open, flexible elements.

12

Chevalier Morales Architectes
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1 COMIC ARTS STUDIO
2 WRITER’S RESIDENCE
3 EXHIBITION ROOM

9 STORAGE
10 BISTRO
11 ENTERTAINMENT ROOM

PRECEDENT PROJECT 3
Saint Jude Spa
Montreal, Quebec
Thomas Balaban Architect
April 2013

new stair oriented toward and locked onto
existing windows

NTS

The former Dominican church, St. Jude, is now home to a spa
and wellness center, designed by Thomas Balaban Architect.
Completed in 2013, this renovation marries an approach that
maintains the uniqueness and integrity of the existing structure
while also integrating a system of built elements that tie into and
respond to it. Additionally, the new program is a kind of reflection
of the old, in that it seeks to create a communal experience by
juxtaposing spaces that are common to various program elements
in an effort to promote social interaction.

Thomas Balaban Architect

void above lower
level gym opens to
lounge area above

22

new lounge
separates and
transitions between
other areas, linking
them through view
and sequence

NTS

A number of elements are oriented toward and locked onto
existing windows- elements such as stairs, hallways, and common
areas. Glass partitions are employed in an effort to dissolve
boundaries between areas as well as to allow visibility and the
transmission of light from one area to another. One of the most
central spaces, the lounge, separates and transitions between
other areas both in section and in plan, while linking them through
view and sequence.

Thomas Balaban Architect

This design will inform the thesis project by its nod to the
building’s original program throughout, as well as by its strategies
to connect potentially disparate elements through transition
spaces, providing sight lines and transmission of light throughout
the interior of the building.
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NTS

Thomas Balaban Architect
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PRECEDENT PROJECT 4
Utrecht Chapel
Utrecht, Netherlands
Zecc Architecten
April 2007

neutral color palette allows for seamless
introduction of a new architectural element
which organizes program

This small Catholic church in Utrecht was converted to a private
residence in 2007 by Zecc Architecten. A number of architectural
details were preserved, namely, the stained glass windows,
arched ceilings, balcony, and organ. A few pieces of furniture
were also repurposed for the residence, such as the church-pewturned-dining-bench.

preserved: organ, stained glass windows,
and pews (repurposed)

NTS

NTS

Zecc Architecten

Zecc Architecten
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Walls, trim, and other architectural features were painted a
monochromatic white in order to contrast with the stained glass
windows. Additionally, the neutral palette allows for the nearly
seamless introduction of a new architectural element, which is
actually an extension of a previous one, namely, the balcony. The
extended balcony acts as an organizing element, creating and
designating space for areas such as the kitchen, dining and living
rooms, and bedroom. While its color palette allows it to emerge
fluidly from the form of the exterior walls its angular quality
is in direct contrast to the gently sloping ceiling of the original
structure.
This project will inform the thesis study by presenting an example
of an entirely new program that is almost directly in opposition,
from a formal and functional standpoint, from the building’s
original use. While the former is private, casual, and familiar, the
latter was intended to be communal, formal, and holy. The project
also demonstrates the potential organizing power of a single
architectural form, particularly when coupled with a singular color
strategy.
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Zecc Architecten
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SITE STUDY

Exterior view from intersection of
Grove Ave & Arthur Ashe Boulevard
33

29

Boulevard entrance greets guests to Redeemer Anglican Church offices

Star of David in tracery of a rose window, installed after 1946 fire destroyed interior.
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Interior view of current sanctuary

Clerestory windows above south wing allow natural light throughout the space

Classroom with south-facing windows is flooded with sunlight

Vibrant stained glass windows are found throughout the building
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DESIGN STRATEGY

Considering its strong physical presence, its history as
a house of worship, and the psychological and social
impact that those realities have on the neighborhood, a
new program that respects those physical, psychological,
and social realities is imperative.
A community center that serves the surrounding
neighborhood is a fitting adaptation for a building whose
function has long been to bring people together.
A community center with a small cafe, bookstore,
exhibition space, and plenty of classrooms and meeting
rooms will enable the building to be used by a variety of
different groups.
Activities such as lectures, readings, exhibitions, recitals,
lessons, support groups, play groups, volunteer events,
and small performances can be hosted in the many
flexible spaces throughout the building.
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SPACE
ADMIN: PRIVATE OFFICES
ADMIN: OPEN OFFICES
ADMIN: CONFERENCE ROOM
ADMIN: STAFF AREA
BACKSTAGE

CAFE

CLASSROOMS
ENTRY VESTIBULE
HOUSEKEEPING
BOOK SHOP
PERFORMANCE VENUE
RECEPTION HALL
RESTROOMS - MULTI-STALL
RESTROOMS - PRIVATE/FAMILY
STORAGE - PRODUCTION
STORAGE - CAFE
STORAGE - PROGRAM
MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL/ DATA ROOM

DESCRIPTION

USERS

Administrative space for executive staff

Executive Director

OCCUPANCY

QUANTITY

OCCUPANT LOAD

# OF EXITS
REQUIRED

AREA
(SQ FT)

B

1

3

1

100

TOTAL # OF
OCCUPANTS FOR
PROGRAM
COMPONENTS

TOTAL PROGRAMMED
AREA FOR PROGRAM
COMPONENTS (SQ FT)

PROGRAMMING +
CODE SUMMARY

ACCESSIBLE

3

100

Y

Administrative space for staff plus occasional support Administrator, support staff,
personnel and volunteers.
volunteers

B

1

3

1

300

3

300

Y

Staff, volunteer, and board meetings

Staff, Board Members,
Volunteers, Teachers

B

1

10

1

300

10

300

Y

Small kitchenette

Staff, Board Members,
Volunteers, Teachers

B

1

3

1

100

3

100

Y

Preparatory space for use before, during, & after
productions.

Artists & performers, staff,
volunteers

A

2

10

1

300

20

600

Y

Small scale service with limited offerings to include:
full espresso bar & drip coffee, local pastries &
sandwiches, small pre-prepared foods, bottled
drinks, beer and wine.

General public, patrons,
students, staff & volunteers

A-2

1

50

1

1335

50

1335

Y

For private group meetings, lessons, and classes.
Open floor plan with options for various table &
seating arrangements.

Teachers & students,
community groups (adults and
children)

E

12

12

1

300

144

3600

Y

Entry access to cafe, performance space, and
educational space from street

General public, patrons,
students, staff & volunteers

A-1

3

20

1

100

60

300

Y

janitorial space

staff

B

3

1

1

64

3

192

N

Selling a limited selection of books and supplies for
classes as well as production related merchandise
and small gifts.

General public, patrons,
students

M

1

5

1

300

10

300

Stage & seating for smaller-scale concerts, plays, and General public, patrons, staff &
presentations
volunteers

A-1

1

300

2

2100

300

2100

Receptions, Open House Events

General public, patrons, staff &
volunteers

A-3

1

150

2

2250

150

2250

Public & accessible

General public, patrons,
students, staff & volunteers

2

8

1

150

16

300

Public & accessible

General public, patrons,
students, staff & volunteers

5

2

1

48

10

240

for sound equipment, staging/set design, costumes

staff & volunteers

S-2

2

1

1

64

2

128

Y

for food & beverage service items

staff

S-2

2

1

1

64

2

128

Y

general supplies for programming

staff, teachers, & volunteers

S-1

3

1

1

64

3

192

Y

access panels

staff

B

2

1

1

64

2

128

Y

Y

Y

Total Programmed Area = 12593
BUILDING GROSS AREA

8171 Gross for each level

Support areas = 1308

24513
3212 (Minus Gallery Open Space)
21301 TOTAL GROSS
TARGET NET
TOTAL PROGRAM NET AREA

12780.6 Building gross area X .6
12593

TOTAL # OF OCCUPANTS

420

OCCUPANTS PER/GENDER

200

PRIMARY OCCUPANCY
# OF WATER CLOSETS PER GENDER

A-1
2 Male, 4 Female

# OF LAVATORIES PER GENDER

2

# OF ACCESSIBLE LAVATORIES PER GENDER

1

# OF DRINKING FOUNTAINS

1

# OF ACCESSIBLE DRINKING FOUNTAINS

1

# OF SERVICE SINKS

1
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CLASSROOMS
OFFICES
RESTROOMS
JANITORIAL
MECHANICAL
HIGH
MEDIUM
LOW
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STORAGE

RESTROOMS

RECEPTION HALL

PERFORMANCE VENUE

BOOKSHOP

HOUSEKEEPING / MECHANICAL

PERFORMANCE VENUE

CAFE

OFFICES

CAFE

BACKSTAGE

ENTRY VESTIBULE

ENTRY VESTIBULES

GRAPHIC PROGRAM

CLASSROOMS

ADJACENCY MATRIX

DESIGN DRAWINGS
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A
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BOOKSTORE
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PRESENTATION | EXHIBITION SPACE

CAFE
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DN
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GREEN ROOM
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CLASSROOM
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GREEN ROOM
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A

MOVEMENT ROOM

ELEVATOR
LOBBY

B

B
MOVEMENT ROOM

-OPEN TO BELOW-

1
DN

WAITING
AREA

OFFICE
MEETING ROOM

OFFICE

CLASSROOM
MEETING ROOM

2
GALLERY LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
NTS
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LANTERN SPACE:
significant architectural volume + conceptual driver

SECTION B - NTS

59

SECTION A - NTS
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CONCEPT
The metaphor of a lantern serves the project
by describing both the physical reality of a
substantial brick structure at the crossroads
of the community as well as the figurative
quality of the enlightening nature of community
engagement.

Exploration of form, volume, color, and materiality for lantern spaces

Like a lantern, which has a strong structural
exterior and houses a bright, lively, and
ephemeral flame, the project juxtaposes the
solid and stately exterior of this traditional
brick building with an interior which is luminous,
reflective, and dynamic.

Exploration of the vertical orientation of the central volume,
reflecting on the transcendent experience of light and sacred space
63

BOOKSTORE
A rotating and limited selection of titles
that contribute to the strengthening and
development of the community are offered
for sale, and some for reference, to be read
on-site. Children’s books, works by local
authors, regional histories and biographies, and
information on local agriculture and ecology are
available, as well as materials and resources
used in classes taught on-site.

Haworth Bac Table

Gray Washed
Maple Hardwood
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Eco by Cosentino
White Diamond

LightArt LA2 Slim Beam

3Form Chroma
Avalanche

Sequence LED
Visa Lighting

CAFE
The cafe offers small scale service of drinks
and locally prepared food items. Patrons may
come from the immediate neighborhood to
meet up over a drink or a snack, they or may
be attending a class or event in the space.
Having food and beverage service on site
provides an income for the organization, feeds
hungry patrons, staff and volunteers, and
supports the cultivation of relationships
in the community.

Haworth Bac
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Knoll Spark Side Chair

PRESENTATION/
EXHIBITION SPACE
The central volume of the former sanctuary
is treated as a “lantern space”, meaning that
it houses the most dynamic programming as
well as the most luminous and concept-driven
portion of the physical structure.
It supports a variety of programming through
various flexible furniture arrangements.
Rows of chairs can be set up in the event
of a lecture, recital, film screening, or other
presentation which requires a forward facing
audience.
Seating can be arranged on the periphery of
the space for events that are appropriate for
presentation in the round such as dance or
martial arts demonstrations. Pedestals, display
stands or tables can be brought in for art
exhibitions, job fairs, silent auctions, and other
similar events.

Patcraft Alloy Shimmer:
Granite
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Armstrong Linear
Acoustic Wall Panels,
Maple

Mauro Chair
Established & Sons

3Form Sola Felt
Nickel

GALLERY VIEW
An extension outward from of the lantern
space below, this level is arranged around
the volume of space at its center, flanked
with classrooms that support a number of
movement classes and activities such as yoga,
martial arts, prenatal classes, and dance.
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CLASS/MEETING
ROOM
In this portion of the building, another “lantern
space” is created to hold more classroom
and meeting space. Originally, this secondary
volume was a prayer chapel. It is of a
much smaller scale than that of the central
sanctuary space, but it is similar in that it
extends vertically through two levels. In order
to retain the greatest amount of daylighting in
the space while also maximizing programming
opportunities, classrooms are located in the
center of the volume.

ERG Carlton Lounge
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ERG Connos

Herman Miller Lispenard

“The person who loves their dream of community
will destroy community, but the person who loves
those around them will create community.”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer
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